1. Faculty expertise in media studies, political communication, visual communication and international communication
2. Opportunities to work with internationally renowned scholars and journalists
3. Research groups promote collaboration with faculty and help students achieve research productivity
4. Course offerings in quantitative, qualitative, computational and visual methodologies
5. Opportunities to gain substantial teaching experience
6. Four-year financial support with competitive salaries
7. Strong record of graduates landing coveted jobs, with nearly 100 percent placement rate
8. Worldwide alumni network
9. 2:1 student-to-faculty ratio
10. Austin offers a culturally rich and vibrant lifestyle

http://journalism.utexas.edu/graduate/apply
While pursuing the Ph.D. degree at our school, students boast unrivaled scholarly publication records and acquire valuable classroom instruction experience. As a result, graduates from our doctoral program are among the most sought-after job candidates in academia.

Maintaining its cutting-edge reputation, the School of Journalism provides students with these opportunities:

**The Knight Center for Journalism in the Americas** offers training and outreach programs for journalists in Latin America and the Caribbean.

**Voces Oral History Project** documents the contributions of U.S. Latinos and Latinas of the WWII, Korean War and Vietnam War generations.

**Texas Student Media (TSM)** is the umbrella organization for The Daily Texan, Texas Travesty, Cactus Yearbook, KVRX 91.7 FM and TSTV.

**Graduate Innovation Fellowship** brings together student journalists and industry leaders, thanks to a $1.5 million endowment from The Belo Foundation.

**Annette Strauss Institute for Civic Engagement** seeks to understand and overcome obstacles related to civic engagement.

**Reporting Texas** immerses students in the realities of professional newsrooms and publishes in-depth multimedia work.

**Center for Media Engagement** envisions a vibrant American news media that empowers the public to understand, appreciate, and participate in the democratic exchange of ideas.

**Texas Program in Sports & Media** supports campus-based events and research on sports, media and society. 